ON B OARD AUDIO

ROLLER C OASTERS HAVE SOUNDTR ACK
OLS means “On Board Light & Sound”. It’s an autonomous
system that brings powerful sound and dazzling lights to
a new or existing ride.

HIGH S PE E D • H IG H F IDEL IT Y

BIG SOUND ON B OAR D

NO OPERATIONAL B URDEN

P OWE R FUL AND SIM PLE

OLS is Tejix’s response to the challenge of putting powerful
soundtrack and blasting lighting effects on board rides and
roller coasters. OLS encompasses Tejix design philosophy of
simplicity, absolute reliability and sonic excellence.

OLS Operation is fully automated and doesn’t require daily
maintenance.

OLS design is simple and straightforward. The numbers of
components is limited to its bare minimum.

When the train stops in the station, blades put the head unit
in contact with an electronic charger. In a few seconds, the
system is charged to full capacity.

Each one has been carefully tested for its resistance to accelerations and G forces. No computer, hard drive or other
moving parts are used in OLS. Only first grade industrial
devices, carefully selected by Tejix’ s engineers, the Theme
Parks Technology experts.

An innovative ultra-capacitor array feeds a thundering
sound system and a powerful controller. After a few seconds charge in the station, the system can provide several
thousand watts of audio, and control hundred of channels
of sparkling LEDs, in perfect sync with the soundtrack. The
powerful OLS controller keeps sound and effects in sync
with the ride.

When in motion, the train read sensors on the track. Each
time a sensor is met, OLS seamlessly move from one segment to the next, until the end of the track. Unloading and
loading spiels can then be played.

Find more today about OLS on www.tejix.com.

TECH NICAL SPECS

Power System
Power

100

Autonomy

5 min.

Charging Time

30 sec.

Audio System
Power
Number of speakers
Number of clips
Number of simultaneous sounds

+3000 Watts
Up to 40
999
15

Lighting
Number of Channels
Programming

512
Recorder
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